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RESOURCE

noun;
A stock or supply of money, materials, staff, and other assets
that can be drawn on by a person or organisation in order
to function effectively;
An action or strategy which may be adopted in adverse circumstances.
Capable, full of initiative and ideas.
------------

Community Resource
The new name for Shropshire Rural Communities Charity (RCC)

ABOUT COMMUNITY RESOURCE
------------

Our Vision

Strong, local communities where everyone gets the support they need

Our Mission

To enable people to enjoy a good quality of life and empower people to help
their communities thrive

About Us

Community Resource, the new name for Shropshire RCC, is a charity that is
committed to making life better for people and communities facing challenges
in Shropshire, Telford & Wrekin. We deliver this work across three main areas:
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Wellbeing & Care
We support people to stay active and connected to their communities
and to maintain their health and independence so they live life to
the full. We do this through a range of community-based projects
with the help of a team of local and committed volunteers.
Community & Support
We work with voluntary groups so they can help meet the
need in their local area, enable local people to improve
their work prospects through access to transport and support
rural communities to benefit from competitive heating
prices through our Oil Buying Club.
Funding & Advice
We connect people who care with causes that need their
help through our community fund, offer guidance to households to help them save energy and keep warm and provide
advice to local meeting places and groups through our
membership scheme.
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It is vital for us to look forward
and plan for our future so we are
in the strongest position to continue
to support communities across
Shropshire, Telford & Wrekin.

CHAIR & CEO
REPORT

As we all continue to grapple with the changes
and consequences of this pandemic, our focus
as an organisation has been to reflect and
celebrate the achievements of the last year,
despite the challenges.
This annual review is full of stories of how
we adapted to rapidly changing circumstances
and sought out new opportunities where we
knew we could make a difference.
This included our involvement in the local effort
to protect people through the national Covid
vaccine and testing programme, which you
can read about more on pages 14 and 15.

But we are equally proud of keeping hearing impaired people connected
through doorstep visits to service hearing aids; getting oil to homes where
vulnerable people shielding and children being home-schooled needed it;
and supporting key workers to keep working through Wheels2Work. We
applaud the time, care and hard work of all our staff and volunteers and
thank them for their unwavering commitment this past year.
Despite the ongoing uncertainty, it is vital for us to look forward and plan
for our future so we are in the strongest position to continue to support
communities across Shropshire, Telford & Wrekin. And for that reason we
are changing our name.
We have a number of different names over the last 60 years – Community
Council of Shropshire, CCS, Shropshire RCC, the RCC, SRCC. Quite a list,
but none of them have ever really captured what we do.
Whether it’s running a support group, sharing key advice and information,
distributing grants or even lending out a moped we are here…
as a Community Resource.

Julia Baron
CEO
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Hugh Strickland
Chair
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Our immediate focus at the start
of 2020/21 was to find ways to
continue supporting our clients within
the confines of the Covid pandemic.

HOW WE HELPED
Community health and wellbeing events (Wise and Well) 			
Support services for hearing aid wearers (Hearing Loss Support)  	 		
Social groups for people who are socially isolated (M&Ms; 			
Sight Loss Opportunity Groups; Care and Share)   				
Coordination of volunteer advocacy support (Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards)  

This photo by Shropshire Star

During the pandemic we made 558 doorstep appointments for Hearing Loss Support;
and our 14 volunteer representives managed 116 new and 71 existing cases.

With so much of our work
traditionally done face-to-face,
our immediate focus at the start
of 2020/21 was to find ways to
continue supporting our clients
within the confines of the pandemic.
For our Hearing Loss Support
service, a number of our volunteers
continued to offer peer support to
hearing aid users through Covid-safe
‘doorstep visits’, making 558
appointments. Continuing the
service in this way meant that people
who were already isolated by hearing
loss were not completely cut off.

We explored digital tools to help
us share information that would
normally be given face-to-face by
launching the ‘Wise and Well Club’,
a regular newsletter that included
information and advice on fitness
and wellbeing, plus activities for
members to try out in the comfort
of their own homes. The club grew
and expanded its activities, with
members completing walking
fundraising challenges and attending
virtual talks on health issues.

We found ways to keep connected
with those who attend our social
groups with a mixture of phone
calls, emails and virtual sessions.
We also arranged for members of
our Sight Loss Opportunity Groups
to be ‘email support buddies’ and
ensured they received the latest
Ophthalmology information.

Our contract to deliver a volunteer
representatives service under the
Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards
regulations continued. Visiting
care homes was particularly
challenging this year with our
volunteers either making phone
calls, using electronic devices and
even visiting to wave through the
window. Despite these challenges,
we had 14 active volunteers
managing a caseload of 71
existing cases and 116 new cases.

Find out
more about
Wellbeing
& Care
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OUR IMPACT
‘The loss of hearing has such an impact on someone’s life’
How Community Resource stepped up to support
hearing aid users through the Covid Crisis.

The coronavirus crisis has caused
challenges for people in many
different ways, with lockdown
restrictions putting a halt on our
everyday lives and suddenly forcing
us to stay home. But imagine how
it would feel to experience that
sudden change, to be told you also
have to shield, and then find that
you’re not able to hear properly?  
That was the reality for many
clients of the Community Resource
Hearing Loss Support Service.
Pre-pandemic, a group of
volunteers coordinated by the
Community Resource project team
would run education sessions, hold
drop-in clinics and make home visits
to people who needed help with, or
minor repairs to, their NHS hearing
aids. When the first lockdown was
put in place in March 2020, that
support suddenly stopped.  
“We were getting messages and
calls from clients, family members
and carers telling us that people
were really struggling,” explained
Development Officer Susann Mitchell.
“The loss of hearing has such an
impact on someone’s life, and there
are so many ramifications. Being
unable to communicate at a time
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when contacts and connections
were vital, but incredibly limited,
meant that some people found
themselves in desperate situations.”
Community Resource worked closely
with the Audiology department at
the Shrewsbury and Telford Hospital
NHS Trust (SaTH) to put together
an adapted service that could keep
clients and volunteers safe. And
with a team of people whose
circumstances meant they were
able to continue volunteering, the
Hearing Loss Support resumed.

We were getting messages and calls from
clients, family members and carers telling
us that people were really struggling...

One of the people to benefit from
the adapted service is Yvette from
Shrewsbury. The 90-year-old retired
B&B owner had been shielding at
home alone since March 2020 and
was in urgent need of her hearing
aid tubes replacing.
She said: “I got in touch on the
off-chance during lockdown and
I was absolutely delighted that
[Community Resource] could help
me.” A Community Resource
volunteer visited Yvette within a
few days and replaced her hearing
aid tubing, which needs to be done
every four-to-six months. Yvette
added: “Knowing that I can call
on [Community Resource] at any
time is a huge comfort.”
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One of our first areas of focus
was how to help the community groups
that were on the frontline of supporting
vulnerable people in the community.

HOW WE HELPED
Recruitment and coordination of Covid vaccine
and testing centre volunteers
Support for voluntary organisations
Community oil buying scheme  
Wheels2Work

We brokered the purchase of

1,030,150 litres of oil, saving at least

£30,904 for Shropshire residents, based on a conservative saving of 3p per litre.

One of our first areas of focus
during the pandemic was how
to help the community groups that
were on the frontline of supporting
vulnerable people in the community,
which included the Good Neighbours
schemes we had previously
established across the county.
We also set up and helped to
coordinate ‘Helping Hands
Whitchurch’ to fill the gap in support
in that area. During the year 1,085
volunteers were mobilised supporting 1,370 clients with 6,279 hours
of support.

With the roll out of the Covid
vaccination programme, there was
a call for volunteers to meet, greet
and reassure clients waiting for their
vaccinations. Community Resource
agreed to take on the role of
recruiting and deploying the
volunteers. Our call to action
resulted in over 1,400 people
coming forward to support the
vaccination programme, with
more than 840 deployed to
vaccination centres and around
100 to lateral flow testing sites.

Our Wheels2Workscheme helps
people in need to get into work
by providing transport advice and
a time-limited loan of a moped or
electic bike. In March 2020, as
the country went into lockdown,
a number of mopeds on loan were
returned as clients were not working,
having been furloughed or made
redundant. However, we ensured
as far as we could that key workers
still had access to transport.

During the pandemic we continued
to run our community oil buying
scheme, and saw fuel prices fall
sharply, achieving our lowest price
to date in May 2020 at less than
20p per litre. During the year we
brokered the purchase of 1,030,150
litres of oil, saving at least £30,904
for Shropshire residents – based on
a conservative saving of 3p per litre.  

Find out
more about
Community
& Support
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OUR IMPACT
In January 2021, the call went out to people
in Shropshire asking if they wanted to be a part
of history and become a volunteer for the Covid
vaccination rollout across the County.

Community Resource was
coordinating the recruitment and
management of the volunteers
at four sites – Shrewsbury Bowls
Centre, Telford International
Centre, Ludlow Racecourse and
the Spring Lamb Vaccination
Centre is Oswestry – and we were
overwhelmed with the response!

As of September 2021, more than
720,000 doses of Covid vaccine
were administered across sites across
Shropshire, Telford & Wrekin and
over 89% of the local adult population
had received at least their first dose.
These achievements wouldn’t have
happened without the support of
the volunteers.

The group of volunteers that
were recruited were from a
range of different backgrounds:
from students, to retirees, those
who had been furloughed and
newly-remote workers. But they
came together with a shared
commitment to support the
effort to beat Covid.

Melanie France, Service Delivery
Manager of the Covid-19 vaccination
programme at Shrewsbury Indoors
Bowls Centre, said: “The positivity and
enthusiasm individuals brought was
invaluable, it enriched our team and
the vaccination centre would not be
as successful without them. The feedback we received about the team
was exceptional and I would like
to express my gratitude to each
and every volunteer that is making
history with us.”

Paul from Telford explains
his motivation to volunteer:
“In March 2019 my family
and I were struck down with
Covid 19. We were quite ill
but received superb support.
When we were much better, we
were desperate to volunteer,
because we wanted to give
something back and support
the vaccine effort.”
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But for the volunteers themselves, it’s
the smaller, quieter, more personal
moments that have made an impact. Zoe from Telford explains: “[It’s
rewarding] when something as easy
as explaining what is going to happen
makes people less nervous about their
vaccination, and even through a mask,
how a smile can make a difference.”

The coronavirus crisis has caused
challenges for people in
many different ways...

All photos by Shropshire Star
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In early 2020 we set up a
Community Resilience Appeal.
Around £55,000 was raised from
public donations and small grants.

HOW WE HELPED
Shropshire Community Fund (Grant giving and management)  
Affordable warmth advice   
Membership scheme for community buildings
and voluntary groups

During the year our Village Halls Advisor handled some 312 individual enquiries, of
which around 50% were Covid-related. At least 44 halls accessed

We continued to offer small grants
to groups to support their work
through funds we have available
either from the yield from our
endowed funds, or from grant
schemes we operate on behalf
of others, through our Shropshire
Community Fund.
In early 2020 we set up a Community Resilience Appeal, initially for
support to overcome the impact of
heavy flooding but which quickly
morphed into a more general fund
to help organisations who had lost
funds because of being closed during
the pandemic. Around £55,000 was
raised from public donations
and small grants.
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With village halls closed due to the
pandemic the voluntary committees
that manage them were understandably very concerned about their responsibilities and obligations. During
the year our Village Halls Advisor
handled 312 individual enquiries, of
which around 50% were Covid-related. Village hall members received
regular newsletters with the latest information and we piloted zoom calls
which proved to be popular. Several
village halls also sent representatives to our bitesize training courses
about safeguarding, fundraising and
governance.  

We also made sure that halls
knew what emergency funding was
available to them to support their
costs while closed. At least 44 halls
were able to access £10,000 Retail,
Hospitality and Leisure Grant Fund
through our support.
We received tremendous support
from our national body, ACRE
(Action with Communities in Rural
England), who provided its network
organisations, including us, with
up-to-date guidance to enable us
to advise others with accurate and
timely information.

£10,000 in funding.

We continued to offer Affordable
Warmth Advice, which was more
challenging this year due to the
pandemic. Our ‘Big Energy Saving
Network Champion’ was able to
provide support through online
sessions, hosting one-to-one Zoom
appointments and visiting online
groups to help people save money
and energy over winter.

Find out
more about
Funding
& Advice
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OUR IMPACT
Founded in 1922, Pant Memorial Hall was the
result of ‘a bunch of locals wanting to do something
good and lasting … and not just another war memorial,’
says Secretary Helen.

Prior to the pandemic the hall
was a hive of activity, with
dance groups, Scottish country
dancing, Argentine social tango, WI meetings, mindfulness
sessions, a poetry workshop,
kids parties and even psychic
events!
“Before March 2020, we were
absolutely rammed here every
evening. Now, of course, having
been shut for so long, we are
looking at a complete re-set.”
With the support and guidance
of Community Resource Village
Halls Advisor Graham Betts,
Pant have worked hard to plug
the gaps caused by loss of
income through applying for
support grants.
“We’ve had £27,000 in
support grants – largely thanks
to Graham. Now of course most
of our expenses have continued
throughout the pandemic
so there have still been
outgoings, but even so...
that’s a considerable amount of
money considering our annual
income for 2019 was £8,500.”
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But it’s help beyond the
pandemic that has also been
readily available through the
Village Halls Support Service,
with Helen crediting the hall’s
good governance to Graham.
She said: “We have all the
policies written up following
documents from ACRE [Action
with Communities in Rural
England]. We have had a new
trustee join us recently and she
said how impressed she was by
how organised everything is.”

what is going to happen makes people less nervous about
their vaccination, and even through a mask, how a smile can
make a difference.”

We’ve had £27,000 in support grants.
That’s a considerable sum of money considering
our annual income for 2019 was £8,500...

In conclusion, “all hail Graham
Betts!” Helen exclaims. “He’s
fabulous… I cannot speak
highly enough about the work
Graham does.”

Pant Memorial Hall
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FINANCIALS
Our Finances 2020/21							
		
Despite the challenges of Covid-19, we saw a growing need for our
services and responded quickly with our funders and partners, adjusting
projects to suit the new conditions and securing new income to meet
increased demand. This has resulted in positive healthy year-end financial
results. The long-term financial sustainability of our services and projects
continue to remain a high priority. 				
				
We would like to thank our members, supporters, donors, staff and
volunteers for their support throughout the year.				
					
Where our money comes from		
2020/21		
2019/20		
					£		£
Donations and membership		

78,739		

44,472		

How we spend our money		

2020/21		

2019/20		

					£		 £
Rural Isolation				178,999		222,320		
Rural Poverty				117,720		102,869		
Helping Communities			195,909		134,001		
Strengthening our Organisation		

48,365		

42,427		

Raising funds				57,273		43,203							

Total expenditure			598,266		544,820							
Our charitable expenditure includes £67,602 grant payments
to community groups and individuals in need in Shropshire.
In 2020, £30,679 was made in grant payments.				

Grants					491,492		281,622		
Other charitable activities 			

75,069		

88,588		

Fundraising & trading activities		

35,256		

41,228		

Investments				21,469		25,600		
Other incoming resources			517		3,339
					
Total income				702,542		484,849		
					
Our Investments made in year unrealised net gains
of £227,454. In 2020 there were (£34,869) in unrealised losses.		
						
Our income excludes the 27,000 volunteer hours generously
donated by just over 1,000 volunteers to support the work
of our charity. In 2020, 12,108 hours were generously donated.		
						

Summary of our Funds			
			

		
2020/21							2019/20		
		
£
£
£
£		£		£
		
General Designated Restricted Endowment
Total		Total				
		Unrestricted
Funds
Funds
Funds		
Funds		
		Funds
Fixed Assets1

601,288

-

-

-

601,288

619,296 			

Investments		

339,061

131,904

-

908,099

1,379,064

1,154,664 			

Current assets

56,696

162,205

281,882

12,049

512,832 		

390,016 			

Current liabilities1		

(78,664)

-

(13,500)

- 		

(92,164)		

(75,477)			

(194,565)

-

-

- 		

(194,565)		

(213,774)			

294,109

268,382

920,148

2,206,455

1,874,725 			

Long-term

liabilities1		

Total 2020/21		
723,816

Total 2019/20		
698,232
290,225
119,655
766,613
1,874,725 				
									

1. Fixed assets include the charity’s offices valued at £600,589 at the year end.
The charity has a 25 year mortgage secured against this property.
At the 31st March 2021 the value of the outstanding loan was £212,851.									
									
To protect the charity from serious disruption to its charitable work it is the policy of the Board
to build up free reserves as part of its strategic planning. The Board aim to hold free reserves of £124,000.
At 31st March 2021 the charity’s free reserves were £122,528 (2020: £79,419)									
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Become a member
By joining Community Resource you will help us to
continue delivering our vital work for communities
across the county.  
As a member you will receive all the latest news,
updates and information relating to our work
and have access to knowledge and expertise in
helping communities become more sustainable
economically, socially and environmentally.  
Volunteer for us
From hearing aid support to bike maintenance,
we have a diverse range of activities that
volunteers can get involved in.
Raise funds for us
If you like what we do and want to help by
organising event, get in touch! We can offer advice
plus provide you with publicity materials such as
posters and flyers to help you to promote it.  
Make a donation
By making a one-off or regular donation, your
generosity can help some of the most disadvantaged
people in Shropshire to enjoy an improved
quality of life.  

For more information on how you can help,
please contact us on 01743 360641,
email enquiries@community-resource.org.uk
or visit www.community-resource.org.uk
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THANK YOU

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
We would like to thank the following organisations whose grants, donations,
fundraising, sponsorship or “gifts in kind” have financed our work this year
Aaron & Partners LLP		
ACRE (Action with Communities in Rural England)
Blakemore Foundation
Bridgnorth Lions
Community Energy Twemlows Fund (Power to Change)		
Community Foundation for Staffordshire (National Emergencies Trust)
Department of Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
Edger E Lawley Foundation
Ellison Hobson Charitable Trust
Energize, Shropshire, Telford & Wrekin, Tackling Health Inequalities
Euro Quality Foundation
Francis Winham Foundation
Garfield Weston Trust
Gethin & Co
Gower Power Coop CIC
Groundwork Tesco Bags of Help (now known as Tesco Community Grants)
Hall Garth Charitable Settlement
Inner Wheel Club of Church Stretton
Lloyds Animal Feeds
ME Sargeant Charitable Trust
Millichope Foundation		
National Association of Citizens Advice Bureaux 		
National Association of Voluntary & Community Organisations (Emergency Partnership funding)
Oswestry Lions
Shrewsbury & Telford Hospitals NHS Trust		
Shropshire Council		
The Shropshire Society in London		
Sight Loss Shropshire		
Sir John Sumner’s Trust		
The CPF Trust
The Grace Trust
The Hilton Jones Charitable Trust				
The Lady Forester Trust
The Lynn Foundation
The National Lottery Community Fund
The Wrekin Housing Trust
TTC Group
WE Dunn Charitable Trust
Westcroft Trust
Western Power Distribution ‘In This Together - Community Matters’ festive fund

We would also like to say a special thank you to those individuals who have donated,
sponsored or raised funds for our charitable services, including those individuals who
donated to our Community Resilience Fund and/or our Warmer Winter fund.
This year we would also like to show our appreciation to Carol Sapsed, who donated the proceeds
of her self-published book ‘Straws in the Wind’ to Community Resource to help the communities
of our County, something her great aunt, Elizabeth Heatley would have been proud of.
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